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An enforcer wanted dead for crimes she didn&apos;t commit...An assassin wanted dead for crimes

he did commit...Normally, they would be enemies, but they both seek the same thing:

exoneration.Unfortunately, a nefarious underground organization is attempting to kill the one man

who could grant it to them, the emperor. If they want to win their freedom, they&apos;ll have to

battle powerful wizards, out-scheme master schemers, and defeat bloodthirsty monsters, all while

dodging friendly fire and evading the law. Exoneration isn&apos;t easy.This boxed set includes the

first three novels in this high fantasy adventure series:The Emperor&apos;s EdgeDark

CurrentsDeadly Games.Each book is over 100,000 words.
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After I devoured book 1 I was happy to see the first three in a set for so cheap, even though I would

have gladly paid for each separately. I'll tell you why I hate series like these. One reason is because

they are so good you know (even if you're as cheap as I am) that no matter the cost you are going

to continue to buy each installment. And then it's so good that you don't stop reading when you



should be going to bed because you work a 10 hour shift the next morning. And after the third day of

this continuing to happen and you realize you've read 6 out of 9 books and ignored everything else

in your life and you feel so bad because....you'd do it again if you got all that time back. Now on to

the review. I enjoyed the characters and became so invested in everything that was going on

because they were so well written. I had a love/hate relationship with the heroine Amaranthe (name

so freaky spell check refuses to accept it) because she was just so naÃƒÂ¯ve and continued to be

naÃƒÂ¯ve with a big pinch of reckless behavior added to the recipe. Two qualities that together

easily made her someone I would want to slap over and over again. But then again because these

books were so good of course the most irritating actions led to scenes that made you re-read them

just so they could be forever ingrained in your psyche. I don't know if this makes me crazy but...I

loved the assassin right away. I knew at the end of book one that he would undoubtedly be my

favorite character throughout the series. The story stays so action packed that I was rushing to

finish book three just so I could hurry and buy the rest of them.

I have to say I had downloaded these books but wasn't sure about committing to the read. So glad I

did! I loved all the characters, especially the assassin . I have to say the hint of romance kept me

hooked.. I kept waiting for something , it's too sweet not to hope. That said the story it's self was

captivating. The characters feel like they are designed after real people . Every detail is well played.

The plot is solid the details perfect without boring the reader. Your use of words I especially

enjoyed, thanks for not simplifying as if your readers can't comprehend a story that wasn't dumbed

down. I'm glad it wasn't another teen romance about love at first site! I prefer the realness and

complications that follow adults who want something but are mature enough to process the whole

before diving in. Thanks for the great read!

ugh. i have no idea how i got this trilogy on my Kindle. i am a cheapskate. i only buy books that cost

99cents. maybe if it is a really good study (nonfic) book i'll pay full price. so to get a 3 book

collection on my Kindle it must have been free or on sale. either way. i don't remember how i got i. i

was bored and decided to actually read it. and i was hooked. books 4-9 are NOT 99cents. sigh. they

are $5 and$6. sigh. i may actually buy a FICTION series for my Kindle.why you say? um cuz it is

that freaking good.this story has soooooo many things i love.1. plucky cute kickass heroine2. a lil

romance3. witty repartee and just plain fun4. a cool team full of characters that are different and all

have their own complex stories that you can't wait to discover5. adventure/action6. a lil supernatural

not a lot7. different worlds and peoples but it doesn't take 6 chapters to explain the world the story is



in.8. redemption of the characters- they need forgiving/pardoning9. Viva la revoluciÃ³n =

government needs to change and they are helping to do it.10. the books end with you knowing

another adventure is about to take place but the ones in that novel are done and finished. you are

not left with that kind of cliffhanger but more like "ok... this is about to happen and another layer of

so and so's personality/past is going to be revealed in the next novel.basically like a Joss Whedon

tv show/film. a group of folks only with more depth and less witty repartee fighting for a cause.

adventures ensue; missions fail/succeed. sometimes they are working with the govt; sometimes

running from it but there intent is always for good. their world is not real but not so fantastical you

need a separate book to understand it. just so good. so very good. sigh.so i went and read the book

summaries on  for volumes 4-9. something i don't normally do since i read so much, blurbs/book

covers by publishers always give too much away. but since i was like i am not buying them anytime

soon i NEED to know what i am missing. that was a Mistake. i am actually contemplating spending

$50 on these books. FICTION books!!! trust me when i tell you i do not buy fiction books. that is why

God invented a library, used books, and sales on .i am going to see if i have reward points on my

credit card so i can get an  gift card. i mean, it goes against everything in me to BUY fiction books i

know i will only read once at full price. i just can't. so if anybody want to donate to the cause...inbox

me. ;-)

I love a book/series with great character development. The story is great, and keeps you coming

back to see what happens next. The charachter development is so amazing that i actually cried

when one of the characters died. BTW i'm in book 8 now. I couldn't stop with the first 3!

The first book I give 3-1/2 stars because she hit on two of my pet peeves (main characters with

ridiculous and/or hard to pronounce names and trying to impress me with her vocabulary), After I

got over the name thing (the vocabulary is still somewhat of an ongoing issue but mostly the same

words), I really liked the second and third books and the whole series. My problem with the

vocabulary is that it interrupts the flow of the book (even if I can just highlight the word on my Kindle

if necessary), plus it didn't fit with some of the characters using (or thinking) the words. A couple of

the later books in the series do not resolve the entire plot within that book (a polite way of saying

"cliffhanger"), for which she does apologize and for which I could easily forgive her since all the

books were immediately available and by that time I knew I was going to read the entire series.

When I finished the last book, I was wishing there were more because I was sorry to see the

characters go (which is why she added books 8 and 9, and I was still sad). Highly recommended.
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